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Dear Department Deputy-Minister of Arts and Culture, 
Dear Sim Tshabalala and Ben Kruger, Group Chief Executives of the Standard Bank Group, 
Dear Barbara Duthuit, Matisse heir and lender for this exhibition, 
Dear Patrice Deparpe, Director of the Musée Matisse in Le Cateau-Cambrésis,  
Dear Federico Freschi, Executive Dean of the Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture at the 
University of Johannesburg,  
Dear guests and friends, 
 

On behalf of the Embassy of France in South Africa and IFAS (the French Institute of South 

Africa), I would like to thank all of you for being here tonight at the Standard Bank Gallery to 

celebrate the opening of this Matisse exhibition.  

Let me introduce myself: I am Charlotte Montel Chargée d’affaires ai at the French Embassy 

in South Africa. My Ambassador is in France today for the commemoration of the 100th 

anniversary of the Batlle of Deville Wood. 

 

After several months of work, here we are; and I’m delighted that we can enjoy this special 

moment together. 

 

With Standard Bank, we share a common commitment to the promotion of the Arts which 

enabled great artists to be shown in South Africa. The Henri Matisse |Rhythm and Meaning 

exhibition marks the first major showcase of Matisse’s art on the African continent, and is the 

fifth exhibition of important 20th-century European modernists to be held at this Gallery, 

which has previously hosted the works of Chagall, Miró and Picasso among others.  

In this regards, I would like to warmly thank Standard Bank, these exhibitions were all 

important milestones in strengthening the artistic cooperation between our countries and our 

continents. We are very honored to share in South Africa the best of art and this important 

part of our common heritage. 

Matisse fell in love with African Art at the very beginning of the twentieth century, showing he 

was a true avant-garde artist and thinker. But he did not simply take inspiration from African 

Art: he was one of the first truly cosmopolitan artists who invented a new artistic language, 

who created a new dialogue between cultures and who transformed the way art is created. 

This is why Matisse is now part of world heritage. 

The art works presented in this exhibition are enchanting. The range of material exhibited will 

allow visitors to engage with the broad scope of Matisse’s work. Thank you to Patrice 

Deparpe and Federico Freschi, who have done an incredible job in curating a rich, unique 

and accessible exhibition.  

 

I would like also to thank the Musée Matisse du Cateau Cambrésis, the Département du 



Nord, and all the lenders for providing these beautiful art works and making the exhibition 

possible.  

 

As a complement to the exhibition, we are also very proud of the Matisse outreach 

programme. The outreach programme started last month in 10 Soweto primary schools, 

where student teachers from the University of Johannesburg conducted inspiring morning art 

workshops. As part of this programme learners were also be presented with exquisite 

educational workbooks, inspired by Matisse’s artworks and motifs and designed especially 

for this exhibition.  During the exhibition, learners from other schools will visit the Gallery for 

guided walkabouts and art workshops as well.  

I am certain some of South Africa’s future artists will be amongst the thousands of learners 

who will benefit from these wonderful art workshops! 

 

To conclude, I would like to thank again Standard Bank, Le Musée Matisse du Cateau-

Cambrésis and le Département du Nord in France, and also address my special thanks to 

the French companies which are supporting this exhibition: Air France, Total, Air Liquide and 

Pernod Ricard. 

 

Please enjoy the exhibition. 

 

 


